As part of the actions against COVID-19, The Salvadoran Red Cross, through the LARRA project, visits communities where, in coordination with community leaders and civil protection personnel, they identify safe spaces for the location of sanitation stations.

Psychosocial support sessions

The Regional Office for the Americas and the Caribbean is presenting virtual sessions aimed at Psychosocial Support in which, through the intervention of psychologists and medical specialists, they have addressed different topics and provided professional advices to the participants. The sessions reach a huge number of people and are listened in dozens of countries in the Region, and are presented live, in Spanish and English through the AmCross Regional Office’s YouTube channel and through the Red Cross Radio. The broadcast can be listened in the Youtube channel, Red Cross Radio or Spotify.

Health Care in Colombia

The Colombian Red Cross, within the framework of the Humanitarian Project for Migration in Colombia, educational talks on proper hand washing are being held at the Health Care Units (UAS, in Spanish) with the aim of raising awareness among the migrant population and contributing to mitigate the risk of COVID-19 infection.

Mexico Recovery Program

The Mexican Red Cross is contacting community leaders for development of risk mitigation activities, so the community leaders can disseminate this information to the communities. Likewise, they are providing information material to promote hygiene and sanitation with the aim of raising awareness on risk mitigation measures within COVID-19 pandemic context.
The Salvadoran Red Cross through the LARRA Project with the technical and financial support of the American Red Cross, helps the Ministry of Education of El Salvador with the reproduction of training guides which will allow thousands of primary and secondary school students to continue studying from their homes. In addition, this allows for the delivery of key messages on risk reduction to all of them.

**LARRA Project in Ahuachapan**

On May 15th were held the promotional programs on “2020 Pre-Hurricane Preparedness and Planning—a year like no other - Conferance” with expert guests from the IFRC and AmCross. These programs are broadcast on the AmCross LAC YouTube Channel and through the Red Cross Radio. In both languages: Spanish and English, both programs had a total audience of 742 reproductions among the region.

**Pre-Hurricane Preparedness**

On May 15th were held the promotional programs on “2020 Pre-Hurricane Preparedness and Planning—a year like no other - Conferance” with expert guests from the IFRC and AmCross. These programs are broadcast on the AmCross LAC YouTube Channel and through the Red Cross Radio. In both languages: Spanish and English, both programs had a total audience of 742 reproductions among the region.

**Ambulance Disinfection Station**

The Salvadoran Red Cross, with the financial support of the American Red Cross through the LARRA project, installed a disinfection station for ambulances and personnel assigned to the transfer of patients, due to the COVID-19 emergency. The American Red Cross, through its representative in the country, is also supporting the Salvadoran Red Cross Volunteer Department, along with the project’s technical team, in the delivery of COVID-19 prevention messages. Given the protocols of physical distancing, they have sought options to maintain communication with the population, so they have developed graphic and audio material for community leaders and brigades to disseminate among the population, with topics on local needs identified by field teams. Similarly, they continue to train brigades remotely, sharing topics with computer graphics, so that when they resume activities, they can focus on practicing the topics.

**Mexico Recovery Program**

The Mexican Red Cross and American Red Cross Community Earthquake Resilience Program has continued its work with communities with COVID-19 prevention messages. Given the protocols of physical distancing, they have sought options to maintain communication with the population, so they have developed graphic and audio material for community leaders and brigades to disseminate among the population, with topics on local needs identified by field teams. Similarly, they continue to train brigades remotely, sharing topics with computer graphics, so that when they resume activities, they can focus on practicing the topics.

**Humanitarian Project**

The Colombian Red Cross, through the Humanitarian Project for Migration in Colombia, carried out community activities in health and protection oriented to sex workers from Venezuela.

**Cyber Security session**

The team from the American Red Cross Regional Office participated in a session on Cyber Security, given by the cybercrime lawyer Julio Cordoba, where he commented on risk mitigation techniques to avoid becoming victims of cybercrime.